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Absence of singular spectrum for Schro ¨ dinger operators
with anisotropic potentials and magnetic fields

Marius Măntoiua) and Serge Richardb)

Department of Physics, University of Geneva, 24 Quai E. Ansermet,
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We study magnetic Schro¨dinger operators of the formH5(P2a)21V in
L2(Rm1p), with m>2. We get a limiting absorption principle and the absence of
singular spectrum under rather mild and especially anisotropic hypothesis. The
magnetic fieldB and the potentialV will be connected by someRm-conditions, but
in theRp-variable there will be almost no constraints. Ifm52 andp50, our results
contrast with the known fact thatP21V always has bound states ifV is negative.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!05105-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

We shall study spectral properties of the magnetic Schro¨dinger operatorH5(P2a)21V
acting in the Hilbert spaceH5L2(Rn), wherea:Rn→Rn is the vector potential generating th
magnetic fieldBjk5] jak2]kaj andV is a multiplication operator. It is an established fact that
magnetic Hamiltonians have specific spectral properties distinguishing them from the usual¨-
dinger operators~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2!. We intend to present some new results in th
direction.

Let us begin with the two-dimensional case. It is well known3 that if V is not identically zero,
is small at infinity in a suitable sense, and if*R2V(x) dx<0, then the operatorP21bV has bound
states however smallb.0 may be. We shall show that a magnetic field can change this pic
drastically. For potentialsV satisfying some mild conditions, there exists a rather rich clas
magnetic fields such that (P2a)21bV is purely absolutely continuous and unitary equivalent
(P2a)2. We shall show the absence of singular spectrum even forV’s that do not decay a
infinity. Roughly, it will be enough forV to have radial limits, possibly direction dependent, a
to converge towards them with a rate which is dictated by the magnetic field. This aniso
phenomenon has been put into evidence in Ref. 4 for the Schro¨dinger operatorP21V in dimen-
sion n>3, the convergence rate towards the radial limits being of the formc/r 2, with a suitable
constantc. In the presence of a magnetic field this becomes possible in dimension two.

A new effect appears in dimensionn greater than 2. Let us decomposeRn as a direct sum
Y% Z with dimY[m>2. Suppose that the magnetic field has a two-block decomposition:Bjk

50 if j labels a variable inY and k a variable inZ. Some mild conditions on theY-magnetic
components and some constraints onV in theY-variable are enough to get absolutely continuo
spectrum for the corresponding operator (P2a)21V. The Z-components of the magnetic fiel
and theZ-variable dependence of the potential are essentially unrestricted~we impose only
smoothness assumptions for convenience!. In Ref. 4 the same type of high-dimension results w
obtained for the Schro¨dinger HamiltonianHb5P21bV. If V behaves well in a subspace ofRn of
dimensionof at least 3, there will be no singular spectrum forb small enough even ifV acts very
badly in the remaining variables. It seems that good properties of the potential in three dime
are enough to allow the particle to propagate to infinity. We shall show now that, in the pre
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of a Y-well-behaved magnetic field,the critical dimension is reduced to 2. And this is compatible
with very wild Z-components of the magnetic field.

The results we described are stated in a precise form form52 andn arbitrary in Sec. II and
proved in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we comment briefly on some extensions form>3. The abstract
method used in the proofs is exposed in Sec. III. It originates in Ref. 4 and the~stronger!
form-version we need here is proved in Ref. 5 in which perturbations of convolution operator
partial differential operators with variable coefficients are treated as applications. It may be
sidered a generalization of the classical Kato–Putnam theorem, also relying on the positivity
commutator betweenH and a supplementary self-adjoint operatorA. It is no longer asked thatA
be H-bounded. Since it is close in spirit~and in proof! to the Mourre theory, which appear
occasionally under the name ‘‘the method of the conjugate operator,’’ we called it ‘‘the meth
the weakly conjugate operator.’’ It lacks the main qualities of Mourre’s method~localization in
energy, the compact operator!, but it relies on a weaker positivity assumption:i @H, A#.0 and this
is crucial for the type of results we obtain. In particular, remark that all our resolvent estimate
global, i.e., also valid at ‘‘threshold points.’’

II. THE MAIN RESULTS

Let us consider the decompositionRn5Y% Z with dimY[m>2 and the Hilbert spaceH
5L2(Rn), with scalar product̂•, •& and normi•i . For j 51, . . . ,n, Qj will be the operator of
multiplication by the variablexj and Pj the self-adjoint extension of2 i (]/]xj ) defined on
C0

`(Rn)[D. We shall write freelyx5(y,z), with yPY, zPZ, andQ5(QY,QZ).
We consider a self-adjoint operatorH in H, G 2 its domain andG 1 its form-domain with the

corresponding graph-norms; both are Hilbert spaces. IdentifyingH with its topological dual and
settingG 2s the dual ofG s(s51,2) with its canonical structure of Hilbert space, we get conti
ous, dense embeddingsG 2

�G 1
�H�G 21

�G 22. Obviously, H extends to an element o
B(G 1,G 21), the Banach space of all linear, bounded operators:G 1→G 21.

We shall introduce now our magnetic Hamiltonians. We look to Ref. 1 or 2 for the proo
the assertions and for further details. Note, however, that we work under various smoo
assumptions which are not essential, but which simplify our arguments. So letaPC`(Rn,Rn) be
the vector potential andVPC`(Rn,R)ùL`(Rn,R) the electromagnetic potential. The magne
field is given byBjk5] jak2]kaj , j ,k51, . . . ,n. We denote byP j the magnetic momentum
which is the closure ofPj2aj (Q) defined onD. The differential operator

H5H01V5(
j 51

n

P j
21V~Q!

is essentially self-adjoint onD and its form-domain isG 15$ f PHuP j f PH, j 51, . . . ,n%. Fur-
ther on, we shall rely heavily on the following lemma.

Lemma II.1: For every fPD and j,k51, . . . ,n one has

^ f ,~P j
21Pk

2! f &>6^ f ,Bjk f &.

The two alternative signs will come into play frequently in the sequel.
Let us assume that the magnetic fieldB has a split form:Bjk50 if j P$1, . . . ,m% and k

P$m11, . . . ,n%. By the cocycle condition] iBjk1] jBki1]kBi j 50 it follows that the
Y-components ofB depend only ony and theZ-components only onz. To implement this, we
shall suppose thata has the forma5(aY,aZ), with aYPC`(Y,Y) andaZPC`(Z,Z). In conse-
quence,H05H0

Y
^ 111^ H0

Z , whereH0
Y5( j 51

m P j
2 acts inH Y5L2(Y) andH0

Z5( j 5m11
n P j

2 acts
in H Z5L2(Z).

We focus now on the special casem52 andn arbitrary. The general case will be discussed
Sec. V. The magnetic componentB1252B21 will be written simply BY; if hPC`(Rn), we set
(DYh)(y,z)5y•(¹yh)(y,z)5( j 51

2 yj (] jh)(y,z). We state our main result:
23 Dec 2004 to 129.194.8.73. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Theorem II.2: Assume that the following conditions are verified:

~i! uBY(y)u< c/(11uyu11h), whereh.0.
~ii ! DYVPL`(Rn).
~iii ! There exist positive constantsg, «, d with (221/g).«.0 and d.0, so that one of the

inequalities

G6~y,z![S22
1

g
2«D@6BY~y!#2~DYV!~y,z!2~g1d!uyu2~BY!2~y!>0 ~1!

is satisfied. Let us denote simply by G the function verifying one of the above inequa.
~iv! There are positive constants c1 , c2 , c3 such that

uDY~DYV!~y,z!u1uyu2~DYBY!2~y!<c1@6BY~y!#1c2G~y,z!1c3uyu2~BY!2~y!.

Then, we have the following.

~a! i(H2l7 in)21iB(A,A* )<c, uniformly in lPR, n.0.
~b! All the elements of B(A* ,H) are (globally) H-smooth operators.
~c! H has only purely absolutely continuous spectrum.

Remark II.3:In their greatest generality, the spacesA andA* which appear in the limiting
absorption principle will be constructed in Sec. IV. But under one not too restrictive extra c
tion, we can give a very transparent version. Assume thatBY(y).0 for all yPR2. Then we can
defineF(y)5max$BY(y)21/2,uyu% and setF the completion ofD with respect to the normi f iF
5iF(Q) f i . In the points~a! and~b! of Theorem II.2, the spaceA can be replaced byF andA*
by its dualF* . It follows in particular that, under the stated hypothesis onBY, the operator of
multiplication by the functionL is H-smooth if one hasuL(y,z)u<c min $BY(y)1/2,1/uyu %. Similar
results are true ifBY(y),0 for all yPR2.

We give now a corollary including a result on the existence and completeness of
suitable wave operators. There will be more restrictive conditions on the magnetic fieldBY, but we
get rid of the hypothesis on the smoothness and on theY-derivatives of the potential. The proof o
the corollary is given at the end of Sec. IV.

Corollary II.4: Assume that the Y-component of the magnetic field satisfies

~i! 0,BY(y)< c/(11uyu2), for a subunitary constant c, and
~ii ! uyu2(DYBY)2(y)<c8BY(y), for a finite constant c8.

Suppose that the Borel function V has radial limits in the directions contained in Y: for anv
PY,uvu51 and any zPZ there exists Vo(v,z)5 limr→`V(rv,z). Assume in addition that

uV~rv,z!2Vo~v,z!u<bBY~rv!.

Then, forb small enough, the operator H5H01V is purely absolutely continuous and unita
equivalent to H(o)5H01Vo through the wave operators

V65s2 lim
t→6`

eitHe2 i tH (o).

Remark II.5:In both Theorem II.2 and Corollary II.4 very few constraints were imposed in
subspaceZ. The smoothness condition left apart,Bjk ( j ,k53, . . . ,n) are completely arbitrary;
they may even grow at infinity. To have some insight into the wayV may behave, let us make th
very particular assumption that it factorizes:V(y,z)5VY(y)•VZ(z). The functionVZ must only
be smooth and bounded. The hypothesis essentially connectVY to BY; VZ comes into play only
through itsL`-norm.

Remark II.6: If n5m52 ~henceZ5$0%!, the results contrast with the zero magnetic fie
case. Let us work, for instance, in the framework of the Corollary II.4 We shall neglec
Y-anisotropy which is permitted and setVo50. Choose a functionV which is negative and deca
at infinity at least asuyu22. It is known that the operatorP21V will surely have bound states. Bu
23 Dec 2004 to 129.194.8.73. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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if iViL` is small enough, there will always exist a magnetic field such that the associated H
tonian (P2a)21V is purely absolutely continuous and unitarily equivalent to (P2a)2.

Remark II.7: Assume thatBY behaves asuyu2b at infinity. It is easy to see that, forb
P(1,2), the magnetic part of the lhs of the inequality~1! is negative. Hence, in order to verify~1!,
the functionV must be repulsive with respect to theY-variable. Let us stick now to the casen
52. It is known that forb<1, special spectral phenomena are possible forV50. In some
situations, dense pure point spectrum appears in an interval@0, d# or on the entire positive rea
axis.6 If the magnetic field is constant, the spectrum is composed of equidistant, infinitely d
erated eigenvalues. ForB diverging at infinity there is no essential spectrum. However, we m
suspect that by introducing a strongly repulsive potential one restores purely absolutely cont
spectrum. This is shown to be true in some situations~see Ref. 7 and references cited therein!, but
it seems that there is still some work to do in this direction. A short glimpse at the formul~1!
shows that forb,1 the functionV must be~negative and! unbounded at infinity. We were no
able to adapt our method to this kind of situation.

III. THE METHOD OF THE WEAKLY CONJUGATE OPERATOR

Let H be a self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert spaceH, G 1 its form-domain andG 21 the
topological dual ofG 1. We consider a unitary group$Wt5eitAutPR% in H and we assume that fo
all t, Wt leavesG 1 invariant. It is a standard result that$WtuG 1% tPR is a C0-group in G 1 and
$(W2tuG 1)* % tPR a C0-group inG 21 ~see Ref. 8, Proposition 6.3.1 for instance!. We will use for all
of them the simple notationWt . By D(A;G 1) we denote the domain of the generator of t
C0-group acting inG 1.

Definition III.1: We say that HPC1(A;G 1,G 21) if the map

R{t→W2tHWtPB~G 1,G 21!

is strongly C1 or, equivalently, if the sesquilinear form

D~A;G 1!3D~A;G 1!{~ f ,g!→ i ^H f ,Ag&2 i ^A f ,Hg&PC

is continuous when we consider on D(A;G 1) the topology ofG 1.
The equivalence follows easily from Ref. 8, Proposition 5.1.2~b!.

Let us denote byT the strong derivative (d/dt) (W2tHWt)u t50 or, equivalently, the extension
of the sesquilinear form to an element ofB(G 1,G 21). One might think ofT as a rigorous form of
the commutatori @H, A#.

Definition III.2: The self-adjoint operator A is said to be weakly conjugate to H if
PC1(A;G 1,G 21) and T.0 (i.e., ^ f ,T f&.0 for all f PG 1\$0%).

Let T be the completion ofG 1 with respect to the normi f iT 5^ f ,T f&1/2 andT * its topo-
logical dual~T extends to an isometric operator:T→T* !. T* can be identified with the completio
of TG 1 with respect to the normigiT* 5^g,T21g&1/2. T and T* are Hilbert spaces which ar
generally not comparable withH. However, sinceG 1

�T and T *�G 21, it makes sense to
assume that$Wt% tPR restricts to aC0-group inT* or, equivalently, that it extends to aC0-group
in T. Under this assumption, we denote byA5D(A;T* ) the domain of the generator of th
C0-group inT* endowed with the graph-norm. We are now in a position to state the abstract
~see Ref. 5!:

Theorem III.3: Let H be a self-adjoint operator inH having a spectral gap (i.e., a real poin
outside its spectrum). Assume that A is weakly conjugate to H and that T5 i @H,A#
PC1(A;T,T* ). Then we have the following.

~a! i(H2l7 in)21iB(A,A* )<c, uniformly in lPR,n.0.
~b! Any operator L belonging to B(A* ,H) is H-smooth.
~c! H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum.

Notice thatB(G 21,G 1),B(A,A* ); this gives sense to~a!.
23 Dec 2004 to 129.194.8.73. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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By combining the point~b! with standard results on smooth operators9 and by taking into
account the embeddingsG 1

�A* andA�G 21, we can state the next result on the existence
completeness of the wave operators:

Corollary III.4: Under the hypothesis of Theorem III.3 we assume, in addition, that H is lo
semibounded. Let U be a symetric operator inH which extends to an element of B(A* ,A). Then
there existsbo.0 such that for anybP(2bo ,bo) the operator Hb5H1bU is well defined in
form-sense, self-adjoint, and is unitary equivalent to H through the wave operatorsV65s
2 limt→6` eitH be2 i tH .

IV. PROOFS

Proof of Theorem II.2:The proof consists in verifying the hypothesis in Theorem III.3 a
will be divided into several parts.

~i! The weakly conjugate operatorA is introduced through its unitary group inH given by
~see also Ref. 10!

~Wtf !~y,z!5et exp„2 iF t~y!…f ~ety,z!

with

F t~y!5E
1

etS (
j 51

2

yjaj~sy!D ds.

In relation with the splittingH5L2(R2) ^ L2(Rn22) we haveWt5Wt
Y

^ 1, with an obvious mean-
ing for Wt

Y . It is easy to check that$Wt% tPR is indeed an evolution group inH. Its generatorA is
essentially self-adjoint onD and for f PD one has

A f5
1

2 (
j 51

2

~P jQj1QjP j ! f .

~ii ! Let us verify that for alltPR the operatorWt leaves invariant the magnetic Sobolev spa
G 15$ f PHuP j f PH, j 51, . . . ,n%. A straightforward calculation onD shows that forj 51,2

W2tP jWt5etS P j2~21!kE
e2t

1

sQkB
Y~sQY! dsD ~k5 j 11 mod 2!.

However, by hypothesis~i!, the second term defines a bounded operators inH, henceW2tP jWt

extends to a bounded operator:G 1→H. For j >3 one hasW2tP jWt5P j . All these imply the
invariance ofG 1 underWt .

~iii ! We verify now the second condition in Definition III.1. Because of our smoothn
assumptions, one gets easily on the invariant domainD the formula

i @H, A#52H0
Y

^ 12DYV1$BY~Q1P22Q2P1!1~P2Q12P1Q2!BY%. ~2!

By applying to the last term, which we denote byHc , the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, and th
formula 2ab< (1/g) a21gb2(g.0), we get forf PD:

u^ f ,Hcf &u<
1

g
^ f ,H0

Y
^ 1 f &1g^ f ,~ uQYuBY!2f &. ~3!

SinceDYV and (uQYuBY)2 are bounded, the required continuity ofi @H, A# is obtained.
~iv! We denote byTPB(G 1,G 21) the continuous extension ofi @H, A# defined initially onD.

Let us show thatT.0. From~2!, ~3!, and Lemma II.1 we obtain onD
23 Dec 2004 to 129.194.8.73. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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T>«H0
Y

^ 11S 22
1

g
2« D @6BY#2DYV2~g1d!~ uQYuBY!21d~ uQYuBY!2.

By hypothesis~iii ! of the theorem, we obtain the following three inequalities onD, which extend
in form-sense toG 1:

T>«H0
Y

^ 1>6«BY, ~4!

T>G~Q!, ~5!

T>d~ uQYuBY!2. ~6!

Obviously,T>0. However,f PG 1 satisfieŝ f ,H0
Y

^ 1 f &50 if and only if P j f 50 for all index j
corresponding toY. SinceP j is unitary equivalent withPj , by a simple gauge transformation
this implies f 50. Therefore,T.0, henceA is weakly conjugate toH.

~v! Some more calculations on the invariant domainD give

i @T,A#54H0
Y

^ 11DY~DYV!12~ uQYuBY!212Hc

1$DYBY~Q2P12Q1P2!1~P1Q22P2Q1!DYBY%.

By using for the last term the same strategy that gave~3!, we obtain

u^ f ,i @T,A# f &u<c1^ f ,H0
Y

^ 1 f &1c2^ f ,uQYu2$~BY!21~DYBY!2% f &1u^ f ,DY~DYV! f &u.

Then the hypothesis~iv! and the inequalities~4!–~6! show thati @T,A#<cT on D, for a suitable
positive constantc. Let T be the completion ofG 1 with respect to the normi f iT 5^ f ,T f&1/2 and
denote byT* its topological dual. SinceD is dense inT, the preceding step shows thati @T, A#
extends to an operator belonging toB(T,T* ).

~vi! We check now thatWt can be extended to a bounded operator inT. It will be enough to
prove thatiWtf iT<c(t)i f iT for all f PD. One has, by~v!,

iWtf iT
25^ f ,T f&1E

0

t

ds^Wsf ,i @T,A#Wsf &

<i f iT
21cU E

0

t

ds^Wsf ,TWsf &U
5i f iT

21cU E
0

t

ds IWsf I T
2U.

The function (0,t){s→iWsf iT
2PR is bounded~sinceG 1

�T!, hence, by a simple form of the
Gronwall lemma, we obtain the inequalityiWtf iT <ec/2 utui f iT .

~vii ! By duality, we define operators (W2t)* in T* which are restrictions of the elements
the C0-group $Wt% tPR acting in G 21. In this way we automatically get aC0-group in T* . We
finished proving the propertyTPC1(A;T,T* ) and all the conditions in Theorem III.3 are checke
Hence the conclusions of Theorem II.2 are true, where forA we take the domain of the generat
~also denoted byA! of the C0-group $Wt% tPR in T* endowed with the graph-normi f iA
5(i f iT*

2
1iA fiT*

2 )1/2. A* stands for its topological dual. j

The spacesA andA* introduced in the proof are generally quite intricate. We shall pr
now the assertions made in Remark II.3, which give a simple form of the limiting absor
principle. This is contained in the following proposition.

Proposition IV.1: Let us place ourselves in the framework of Theorem II.2 but also sup
that BY(y).0 for all yPY. Let F(y)5max$BY(y)21/2,uyu% and F the completion ofD with
respect to the normi f iF5iF(Q) f i . ThenF is continuously embedded intoA.
23 Dec 2004 to 129.194.8.73. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Proof: We need to show that^ f ,T21f &1^A f ,T21A f&<c^ f ,F2(Q) f & for all f PD. To bound
the first term we use~4! and Corollary 1 of Ref. 11 to get^ f ,T21f &< (1/«) ^ f ,(BY)21f &. For the
second one, we writeA5( j 51

2 P jQj1 i1. From the first part of the inequality~4! it follows easily
that P j extends to a bounded operator:H→T* . Then

iA fiT* <
1

A«
(
j 51

2

iQj f i1i f iT* <
2

A«
iuQYu f i1

1

A«
i~BY!21/2f i<ciF~Q! f i ,

and the proof is finished.
j

Proof of Corollary II.4: We may interpretVo as a real function defined onRn5Y% Z, which
is homogeneous of degree 0 inY. ThereforeW2tVo(QY,QZ)Wt5Vo(QY,QZ) and DYVo50.
Theorem II.2 can be applied withV replaced byVo . The lack of regularity ofVo can be easily
overcome using the first condition of Definition III.1 in the point~iii ! of the proof of the Theorem
SinceBY is everywhere strictly positive, we can also apply Proposition IV.1. It follows that
operator of multiplication with (BY)1/2 is globalyH-smooth. Then the result is a consequence
Corollary III.4, or we apply directly the standard Kato’s smoothness theory; see, for example
9. j

V. SOME FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The casem>3 is not more difficult than the previous one, apart from the notations. In
some new opportunities are available. We shall state a result and make some brief comm
the changes needed in the proof and on its special features. The setting will be exact
exposed in the beginning of Sec. II, before the statement of Theorem II.2, except that no
assume thatm>3. By Ḣ1

Y we denotethe homogeneous Lebesgue space of order1 in Y, i.e., the
completion ofC0

`(Y) in the homogeneous normi f iḢ
1
Y5iuQYu f iL2(Y) . Its topological dual will be

denoted byḢ21
Y . Both these spaces are incomparable withL2(Y). We setḢ615Ḣ61

Y
^ L2(Z).

Theorem V.1: Assume that

~i! uBjk(y)u< c/(11yj
21yk

2)1/21h , j ,k51, . . . ,m, h.0.

~ii ! DYV5y•(¹yV)PL`(Rn).
~iii ! There exist constantsg,«,d,a, $a jk% j ,k51, . . . ,m satisfying „22 (1/g) (m21)….«.0, d

.0, aP@0,1#, a jk5ak j , a j j 50, (k51
m ua jku<(12a) for every j<m such that

G~y,z!5S22
1

g
~m21!2«DH (

1<j,k<m
ajkBjk1aSm22

2 D2 1

uyu2J
2DYV2~g1d! (

1<j,k<m
~yj

21yk
2!Bjk

2 >0.

~iv! The functionsuDY(DYV)u and (yj
21yk

2)(DYBjk)2, ( j ,k51, . . . ,m), can be dominated by
linear combinations of G, uyu22, Bpq , and (yp

21yq
2)Bpq

2 (p,q51, . . . ,m).

Then we have the following.

~a! i(H2l7 in)21iB(Ḣ1 ,Ḣ21)<c, uniformly in lPR, n.0.

~b! Any bounded operator L:Ḣ21→H is H-smooth.
~c! H is purely absolutely continuous.

Proof: The proof is very similar to that given for Theorem II.2, so we will just point out so
adaptations. The main new fact is that aside from Lemma II.1, we have a new positivity re

H0
Y>S m22

2 D 2

uQYu22. ~7!
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For zero magnetic field this is the classical Hardy inequality; it stays true in the magnetic ca
Kato’s inequality.

The unitary group is now given by (Wtf )(y,z)5emt/2 exp„2 iF t(y)…f (ety,z) ; f PH, with

F t(y)5*1
et
„( j 51

m yjaj (sy)… ds. The invariance ofG 1 is proved straightforwardly by calculatin
W2tP jWt5et

„P j2*e2t
1

(k51
m sQkBjk(sQ)ds… and by using hypothesis~i!.

Simple calculations performed on the invariant domainD lead to

i @H, A#52H0
Y

^ 12DYV1 (
j ,k51

m

~P jQkBk j1QkBk jP j !,

which can be extended continuously toTPB(G 1,G 21) by using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequali
and hypothesis~i! and ~ii !. The strict positivity ofT is obtained from hypothesis~iii !, which
includes all inequalities connectingH0

Y and a multiplicative operator in a profitable way by maki
appropriate linear combinations. Moreover, we collect the following inequalities@similar to ~4!
and ~6!#: T>«Bjk , j ,k<m, andT>d(1< j ,k<m(Qj

21Qk
2)Bjk

2 .
Analogous calculations onD give

i @T, A#54H0
Y

^ 11DY~DYV!12(
j 51

m S (
k51

m

QkBk jD 2

1 (
j ,k51

m

„2P jQkBk j12QkBk jP j2P jQk~DYBk j!2Qk~DYBk j!P j…,

which can be handled similary as forT. An upper bound can be obtained by using the ab
inequalities and hypothesis~iv!. The remainder of the proof is exactly similar to that for Theor
II.2.

For simplicity, the limiting absorption principle is expressed between spacesḢ1 andḢ21 and
not A andA* . This follows from a calculation similar to the one in Proposition IV.1 and by us
the magnetic Hardy inequality~7!. j

Remark V.2:Remark II.5 has a counterpart here which is easy to formulate, but notice
some extra anisotropy is allowed for the magnetic field insideY. A very simple, relevant example
is as follows: takeY5R3, Z5$0% and setBjk(y)5 cjk /(11yj

21yk
2). Let V be homogeneous o

degree 0, for simplicity. Then, if the constantscjk are not too large, the hypothesis of Theorem V
are fulfilled; in conclusionH is purely absolutely continuous. However,B12 does not decay when
we go to infinity staying close to the third axis and analogously for the other two compone

Remark V.3:In general,global H-smooth operators are not easy to obtain. By the point~b! of
Theorem V.1,uQYu21

^ 1 is H-smooth. In the particular case of the Laplace operator, whic
obtained by takingZ5$0%, B50 andV50, we get a result which was not known for quite a lo
time. We look to Refs. 12 and 13 where, however, more general and precise results are pre
In Ref. 14 the method of the weakly conjugate operator is used to deduce global smooth op
for operators of multiplication by a rather large class of functions in a unified manner.
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